At join.me, we consider the security of our users a top priority. We integrate with a number of SSO platforms to maintain a highly secure environment without added complexity. The join.me user experience through SSO is secure, while remaining simple and intuitive.

SSO SUPPORT FOR JOIN.ME RESULTS IN...

- **Simple, seamless user experience** – Users log-in once with the method they are familiar with, and have one less password to remember.
- **Improved user productivity** – Users don’t spend time guessing at passwords, and are less likely get locked out after repeated failed login attempts.
- **Improved IT productivity** – SSO support provides IT a single environment to manage account provisioning and removes the need for manual account creation.
- **Better security** – IT administrators can leverage existing enterprise authentication, access and audit controls, while hackers have one less weak password to target.

JOIN.ME SSO INTEGRATES WITH:
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For more information on how join.me’s SSO integrations can work for your business, call 1-877-251-8373

About join.me

Built for today’s fast-paced, highly mobile workplace, join.me is the instant online meeting app that makes collaborating easier than ever. Powerful yet simple for anyone to use, join.me is great for ad-hoc meetings, formal presentations and anytime you need to share ideas and get work done. To learn more about better meetings for all and start your own free trial, visit [http://join.me](http://join.me).